SCENT IN A SACK is a 60 day high powered odor control solution! With a simple design SCENT IN A SACK is easy to carry and can be placed in stairwells, by dumpsters, in sewers, or anywhere else you need. SCENT IN A SACK is 100% recyclable and made with Natural Oils. Each SCENT IN A SACK weighs 2.5lbs and measures 4.5" x 14.5"

**AVAILABLE IN Mint and Cherry**

**DIRECTIONS:** Hang wherever deodorizing is needed.

**Areas of Use:**
- Hotels
- Schools
- Cities & Counties
- Restaurants
- Casinos
- Staiwells
- Air Ducts
- Garbage Collection Areas

Appearance & Odor................. Thermo plastic beads infused with fragrance oil with various odors.
Net Contents...................... 2.5lbs and measures 4.5" x 14.5"